Computational Methods for Epigenetic Drug Discovery: A Focus on Activity Landscape Modeling.
Epigenetic drug discovery is an emerging strategy against several chronic and complex diseases. The increased interest in epigenetics has boosted the development and maintenance of large information on structure-epigenetic activity relationships for several epigenetic targets. In turn, such large databases-many in the public domain-are a rich source of information to explore their structure-activity relationships (SARs). Herein, we conducted a large-scale analysis of the SAR of epigenetic targets using the concept of activity landscape modeling. A comprehensive quantitative analysis and a novel visual representation of the epigenetic activity landscape enabled the rapid identification of regions of targets with continuous and discontinuous SAR. This information led to the identification of epigenetic targets for which it is anticipated an easier or a more difficult drug-discovery program using conventional hit-to-lead approaches. The insights of this work also enabled the identification of specific structural changes associated with a large shift in biological activity. To the best of our knowledge, this work represents the largest comprehensive SAR analysis of several epigenetic targets and contributes to the better understanding of the epigenetic activity landscape.